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Figure 1. Greg Wall, Soup, Salad, & Breadsticks, 2022, Bamboo cutting board, cork tray,
polyethylene plate, epoxy clay, wheat dough, charcoal powder, air dry clay, plastic sauce
dish, polyester yarn, metal and rubber storage bracket, golf tees, metallic beads, 33 x 15
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Figure 2. Greg Wall, Mancave, 2022, Veneered cabinet door, wooden bowl, plaster cloth, plywood,
epoxy clay, wheat dough, charcoal powder, plywood, bamboo laptop stands, needle
felted wool, metal drawer pull, acrylic, 42 x 29 x 4 inches
Figure 3. Installation view, Greg Wall, Cursory, 2022, Shaped MDF panel, acrylic with Rollatex,
non-skid additive & microglass beads, needle felted wool, zip ties, veneered MDF shelf,
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Figure 4. Jasper Johns, Target, 1960, graphite, paint brush and dry watercolor cakes on paper in
wood frame, 8 3/4 x 5 3/4 x 2 1/2 inches
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Figure 6. Screenshot from Greg Wall, Green Mountain Bottle Rack, 2022, 4K animation made with
3D rendering, 00:15 sec
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Introduction
In my recent sculpture Soup, Salad, & Breadsticks (2022), a scalloped, lavender plate and
bamboo cutting board are supported by a storage bracket swiped from my dad’s garage. The
plate is smeared with pale putty and pierced by fluorescent golf tees and a pretzel rod found
between couch cushions. On top of the board, a cork tray is covered in homemade breadsticks, a
sauce dish, more putty, and green caterpillar-like forms wriggling over a disk of marbled dough.
A chunky length of braided yarn, otherwise reserved for Pinterest crafts, hugs the tray.

Fig 1. Soup, Salad, & Breadsticks, 2022

The work’s two circles fit together like interlocking gears. If they could rotate, they
would be powered by an urge to make sense of Food Network, YouTube, and HGTV content
devoted to cooking, crafting, and interior design. Their soft grind would yield an understanding
of home furnishings beyond their quotidian function, and the reasons why ASMR, DIY, and
Marie Kondo-ism hold such weight in contemporary life. Over time their edges would erode one
another and give light to the empty structures underneath their enticing surfaces.
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My practice hijacks the process by which we each assemble our own domestic material
culture in order to understand the space between consumption and production, and how
household objects pose as vessels for societal values. By collaging the stuff around our homes I
play with design history and explore how the values of industrialization have trickled down into
everyday objects. What does it mean to make a collage with a Bauhaus-inspired cutting board
made in India and purchased from HomeGoods? And what can be learned by juxtaposing this
object of surprisingly complex origins with other junk drawer bric-a-brac?

How did we get here? A look at post-industrial design
The context for my work traces back to the success of industrialization and its impact on
architecture and design. The Industrial Revolution changed the way household goods were made,
and threw ideas of craftsmanship, ornament, and the exclusivity of design into question. From
Gustav Stickley’s call for truth in materials at the turn of the 20th century, to Adolf Loos’s essay
“Ornament and Crime,” to Art Deco’s celebration of technology and machined forms, the origins
of today’s dominant design styles are connected by the catalyst of mass production. Industrial
manufacture favored material innovations like plastics, laminates, and engineered wood, and
efficiencies like the assembly line, container shipping, and offshore factories. Together all of
these changes contributed to the streamlined aesthetics found in many of the components of my
work. This mode of production also lowered the cost of everyday goods and made interior design
accessible to a growing middle class. Greater expendable income and leisure time gave rise to a
market of consumers eager to decorate their homes to signal class, taste, and lives made better
through design. Good Housekeeping, Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia, and lifestyle television
happily filled this need.
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Many of these changes first coalesced into a holistic philosophy at the Bauhaus school,
founded in 1919 by architect Walter Gropius in Weimar Germany. To befit the modern, industrial
age and start anew after WWI, the Bauhaus promoted design unmoored by the weight of
historical aesthetic traditions. Form follows function, and simple, rational geometries were
employed to lay bare the beauty of machined materials and invite a more seamless life. The
application of clean lines to the lived environment was sold as a panacea for societal ills. The
Bauhaus gospel was later launched onto a much larger stage as its disciples dispersed abroad to
escape Nazi Germany. In places as distant as the US, Israel, and Brazil, Bauhaus ideas spread
and became known as the International Style. This style has impacted everything from the
skyline of most western cities to the look of your dentist’s waiting room.
One notable example of the international reach of modernist design is Philip Johnson’s
“Machine Art” exhibition at MoMA in 1934, one year after the dissolution of the Bauhaus. The
Johnson show took industrial objects (a plane propeller, a railroad car spring, and glass
tableware) and displayed them as art in a setting stripped of moldings and ornament. In doing so,
he merged the precedent of Marcel Duchamp’s readymade art object with the aesthetic guidelines
of the Bauhaus, and strengthened the ties between artmaking and shopping which I exploit in my
work.
Johnson leveled the field by elevating the store-bought, but his show also demonstrated
how spaces and objects designed in the International Style can feel oppressively sterile. The idea
of a universal, machinic design erases regional histories, divorces us from nature, and denies
comfort and fun. In Scandinavia, designers found an antidote in a friendlier, more approachable
modernism using warm woods and other industrial materials molded to biophilic contours.
Scandinavian designers, perhaps inspired by the Nordic concept of hygge, or cozy domesticity,
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softened the hard edges of Bauhaus modernism. American press coverage of Copenhagen’s
Cabinetmakers Guild Exhibition in 1949 and the evolution of Scandinavian modernism by
tastemakers such as Charles and Ray Eames, Hans and Florence Knoll, and Eero Saarinen
crystalized this mid-century modern style in the American context. The teak cabinet doors and
radial corners in many of my works imitate the cosmetic solutions of mid-century design.
By the 1970s, postmodern designers and architects offered a more radical break from the
dreary cleanliness of Modernism. For thinkers such as Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi,
grand narratives and the alleged purity of modernism were doomed to fail and neglected to
address how lived space ultimately becomes an unwieldy pastiche of styles. Scott Brown and
Venturi found the ultimate examples of this postmodern, maximalist mashup adorning the
facades of the Las Vegas strip. Neon-studded displays pairing mid-century boomerangs with
cowboy hats and Art Nouveau flourishes masked otherwise drab, cinder block casinos, hotels,
and restaurants. They dubbed such intentionally duplicitous constructions “decorated sheds” for
their attractive, yet hollow promise. Their irreverent approach helped mold my own views
toward painting and the general attitude of my art making practice.
Exactly fifty years after the original publication of their classic book Learning from Las
Vegas, I am in the suburbs writing this on my father-in-law’s desk. The desk is made from newly
veneered MDF, and its corners are shallowly branded and abraded to give the illusion of
character-giving wear-and-tear. The work surface is supported by hefty arts-and-crafts style
beams and riveted bands of metal. The blackened metal drawer pulls find a middle ground
between art deco and steampunk. Its style represents the enduring traces of the composite
aesthetics described in Las Vegas in our current design moment. It is now standard practice to
employ a postmodern collage of multiple design histories within the same object to demonstrate
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taste and values. We regularly buy Frankensteined approximations that attract our interest with
their manifold styles because they reflect something we want to say about ourselves: we are
competent and worldly, we are organized, we are in control. And it has gone far beyond design.
The “probiotic” dried apricots and “Asian-fusion” lunch fueling these keystrokes are examples of
similar value-signaling collages.
We have become so eager to manifest our personal brand through superficial lifestyle
products that we have overlooked the actual materiality of stuff and the messages it encrypts
about our culture, our economy, and our values. I see form and function as only tenuously linked,
and most of the things we interact with today feel like gimmicks. My work engages with the
strange lengths to which these gimmicky pastiches with industrialized goods can go. I make
assemblages to straddle the threshold separating real-world hodgepodges like my father-in-law’s
desk from a more unruly place where such logic breaks down.

Translating this aesthetic culture to the studio
My studio is a place to tinker with store-bought goods, revel in faux surfaces, and poke
fun at the empty promises of design and material culture. I want to play with the values
embedded in industrialized consumer goods by messing with the logic that brought them into
existence. Underneath its playful flourishes, the work advocates for a more astute consumerism
and systems built with greater awareness of our capacity to be manipulated by surfaces. But to
provide real change or cutting critique feels like trying to stop a freight train. I would rather
laugh at the virtuousness with which the culture of interior design, home improvement and
wellness upholds itself, and tamper with our willingness to trade the wrinkles of life for a
perfectly streamlined “machine for living.” If we have no choice but to become well-trained
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consumers within a circumscribed system, my solution is to let playful irrationality take hold and
dive into the dizzying collage of commercial goods crowding us out of our own homes. I work
like a deranged crafting enthusiast who DIYs their environment to achieve a pyrrhic sense of
empowerment and control. The results are part commentary, part joke, and part provisional
roadmap towards an irreverent creativity within the confines of late capitalism. The works in my
thesis show mash together domestic aesthetics to form self-conscious sham monuments to
design’s slide from sterile dogma to ornament-covered vacuity.
The logic of my art practice mirrors the many hilarious paradoxes of modern living. By
taking the function out of the functional and rendering bits of the lifestyle-industrial complex
inert on the gallery wall, I throw a wrench in its well-established algorithm and mock its
marketing efforts. What was once delivered via benign billboards, tv commercials, and Jello
cookbooks has become a furtive and durable network of cookies monitoring every swipe, eager
to convert clicks into targeted ads and sales. The many-headed marketing hydra is all around us
and I consider my work as a way to chip away at our willingness to let it commandeer our needs.
It is all too easy to be seduced by YouTube ads for supplements promising greater creativity, and
“sponsored content” lending a journalistic air to an article on the cleansing power of home air
purifiers. Each instance feels easy to dismiss, but they become oppressive in aggregate, and lead
each of us to become hoarders of stuff we thought we needed.
By emphasizing the nuts and bolts rather than a coherent whole, the work tries to point
out how we are often sold a promising skin obscuring an ersatz core. Meddling with the surfaces
of the consumer products creates a new ludicrous facade just like the decorated sheds of the Las
Vegas strip. One that might be just as much a constructed veneer as the original, but can at least
be fully personalized by the whims of the maker.
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Fig 2. Mancave, 2022

Mancave (2022) combines a disfigured cabinet door with lumber scraps and two forsaken
laptop stands. An upturned bowl serves as a useless storage appendage for an equally useless
needle-felted pillow. The work’s valence, normally a solution to cover unsightly window
mechanisms, is itself composed of stark-naked, poorly-mended wood. Sickly-colored epoxy clay
and bits of wheat dough adorn the structure like a plate of fake food in the window of a tourist
restaurant. Strategically placed dough embellishments try (and fail) to hide blemishes to the
door’s surfaces. Ultimately there is no disguising the termite-like tracks of a runaway Dremel
exposing the compressed sawdust underneath the attractive wood veneer.
The components of Mancave are employed for their composite character and symbolic
meanings. The veneered MDF and plaster-coated bowl emphasize faux surfaces and the soft
corners of mid-century design, and the hand-formed dough and needle-felted wool speak to
media-cultivated domesticity and an urge to DIY. Just as we each cobble together our belongings
and compact them into our homes to project our worldview, each element of the work is made by
compacting separate pieces into a semi-coherent whole. The work is made to feel like the
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product of an excitable weekend-warrior keen to tackle the next renovation or baking project for
praise on social media. Leisure time is best spent adding home equity via curb appeal, and
demonstrating competence over something beyond emails and spreadsheets.
The color palette of my recent works, Mancave included, draws from all around the
house. The browns derive from wheat dough baked in my oven, earthy reds from furniture stains
and terracotta pots, blond wood from clean Judd-like minimalism, and pink from the insulation
sandwiched between vinyl siding and drywall. They are colors designed to be friendly and
unassuming, and often conceal their cold, industrial manufacture. This palette spills over onto the
installation walls for my thesis works. Around each work I add “accent walls” and small
swatches of paint with radial contours suggesting ergonomic, Modernist design.

Fig 3. Installation view of Cursory, 2022

The house paint, widgets, and thin veneers from Home Depot and The Container Store
are all artifice through which we suspend our disbelief and embrace the fantasy that we have
agency over our life and environment. We hope such shopping, and subsequent assembly and
styling, will demonstrate our good taste and allow us to perform a life of competence, control,
and greater self-reliance. I hate to break it to Marie Kondo, but we actually hold very little
control. Lifestyle brands have co-opted our creativity and experiences, narrowed their potential,
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and sold them back to us so we can tinker at our basement workbench, kitchen counter, and
crafting corner.

My relationship to assemblage and found objects
Assemblage lets me engage with the mountain of stuff around us. While Dada
photomontages, Cubist collages, and Kurt Schwitters’ Merz jump-started this working method in
contemporary art, my approach is more closely linked to how proto-pop artists of the 1950s and
60s reflected the glut of industrialized, post-war manufacturing. In that golden age of 20th
century capitalism, artists such as Robert Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns, Arman, Jim Dine “let the
world in again” as Leo Steinberg famously remarked in a 1968 lecture. Their work drew
attention to the machined commodities of everyday life, rejected the supremacy of the artist’s
hand, and recognized how these goods manifest our values. The careful selection and
juxtaposition of objects was given the same import as the brushstroke, and added a newfound
layer of sociological engagement to contemporary artmaking.

Fig 4. Jasper Johns, Target, 1960

Fig 5. Robert Rauschenberg, The Tower, 1957
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Before graduate school, my own assemblages began as similar collections of found and
store bought merchandise corralled onto wood panels and unified under a painted surface. The
contours of the objects remained discernable, but most of their original colors and textures were
smothered by paint. Though this work effectively spoke to the suffocating nature of consumer
culture, the thick layers of opaque acrylic and oil ultimately distanced the viewer from the goods
which first sparked my interest. My more recent works now leave much of the underlying
assemblage bare to allow for greater focus on the veneers and disguises already present in the
design of everyday products.
Less invested in achieving a stable, coherent surface, I now can more directly
acknowledge the kaleidoscope of commodities and consumer stimuli to which we are all
subjected. The new work feels like the jumbled contents of a shopping cart rather than something
solved atop an easel or arranged on a flatbed picture plane. Contemporary buying practices also
allow me to cast a net far beyond what was available to my predecessors. My materials come
from chain stores with clever marketing apparatuses that text me coupons, and outlets for the
rejects from that system (Homegoods and Ikea’s “As-Is” section). And the internet opens up a
whole other dimension. I regularly scroll through the virtual clearance bin on Wayfair,
Craigslist’s “free stuff,” and direct-to-consumer Etsy storefronts for items that feel evocative of
our current buying culture and DIY design. The zany, rubbernecking logic of my shopping
process translates to the demented logic of the final work.
Bricolage, a term popularized by French anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss, brings
further meaning to my assemblage logic. A bricoleur manipulates materials within arm’s length,
and without giving any mind to the ‘proper way’ things ought to be done. Levi-Strauss used
bricolage to conceptualize how the cultures he studied implemented pre-existing building blocks
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of myths to foster new mythologies that help people better understand their world. My practice is
very much a physical analogue to this process performed with consumer goods. The raw
materials of my work are drawn from accessible sources and repurposed to tell a new story about
how to cope with the demands and repercussions of capitalism.

My relationship to the digital
The pandemic accelerated my digital practice and gave greater meaning to the tactility
and superficiality in my work. Working from home with 3D rendering software allowed me to
approximate the dimensional quality of my assemblages in virtual space and gain new
appreciation for how my physical work is a reaction to the flatness of screen culture. Collaging
with pixels also deepens my work’s relationship to the postmodern notion of surfaces with an
increasingly distant relationship to reality. An animated video is the ultimate surface: all
decoration and no shed.
To create my animations, I first make renders of 3D volumes by applying screenshots and
iPhone photos as textures to irregular, malleable volumes. The renders are then collaged with
found bits of text and sound, and compiled into shorts resembling digital advertising and social
media posts. Usually under a minute to reflect our shortened attention spans, the animations'
lengths feel like they are over before they even get started. They leave the viewer bewildered and
waiting for a call to action or place to click “skip ad.”
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Fig 6. Still from Green Mountain Bottle Rack, 2022

In Green Mountain Bottle Rack, a Keurig coffee carousel spins in slow motion flanked by
two erratic blobs textured with Instagram food photography. The blobs move like contortionists
vying for our attention and the carousel’s three pods present a cryptic message referring to what
their humble, domestic presence portends for culture at large. These coffee capsules offer a neat,
time-saving solution to our caffeine addiction and, like the screen, mediate our experience with a
fabricated facade. They are vessels promising a life of convenience and portioned uniformity that
could help us be more productive by outsourcing labor and standardizing processes. Like
Duchamp’s Bottle Rack, the carousel is an empty, industrialized armature onto which we can
hang our values—as long as they fit into the fixed space. Green Mountain works to show the
Keurig coffee system as one of a thousand steps towards the full Taylorization of our lives. We
will definitely need some milk and sugar.
Returning to suburbia, the point of inspiration for Green Mountain, always reaffirms my
suspicion that the cultivation and maintenance of the domestic sphere is central to contemporary
American culture. The endless aggregation, organization, and outward display of belongings
15

might as well be the state religion. Of course we all need things, and my work does not advocate
for the abolition of our commercial devotion. Instead, I want to stimulate more cognizant
consumption, followed by a self-deprecating chuckle as we look at all the junk around us. I want
to draw attention to what might otherwise go unnoticed so that we can keep it in check. By
tracing the circuitous route from Le Corbusier to West Elm, and incorporating all the detritus left
by the side of the road into the picture, my assemblages knowingly smirk at the kaleidoscope of
materials that, for better or worse, represent what we value most.
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List of Thesis Show Images
pg. 19, Installation view, Greg Wall, Soup, Salad, & Breadsticks, 2022, Bamboo cutting board,
cork tray, polyethylene plate, epoxy clay, wheat dough, charcoal powder, air dry clay, plastic
sauce dish, polyester yarn, rubber and metal storage bracket, golf tees, metallic beads, 33 x 15 x
8 inches
pg. 20, Installation view, Greg Wall, Float, 2022, Veneered cabinet door, wood, plastic, plaster
cloth, plastic, metal, needle felted wool, soap, paper, epoxy clay, black denim, wheat dough, 36 x
22 x 6 inches
pg. 21, Installation view, Greg Wall, Hashbrown Experience Center, 2022, Upholstered board,
acrylic, enameled dish, wood, wheat dough with charcoal powder, spanish moss, epoxy clay,
potting soil, plexiglas, golf tees, foam tie, air dry clay, and needle felted wool, 18 x 36 x 16
inches
pg. 22, Installation view, Greg Wall, Mancave, 2022, Veneered cabinet door, wooden bowl,
plaster cloth, plywood, epoxy clay, wheat dough, charcoal powder, plywood, bamboo laptop
stands, needle felted wool, metal drawer pull, acrylic, 42 x 29 x 4 inches
pg. 23, Installation view, Greg Wall, Als Ik Kan, 2022, Upholstered board, veneered MDF coat
rack, bamboo trivets, composite wood letters, wheat dough, needle felted wool, shopping bag
handle, metal coat racks, acrylic with rollatex and potting soil, 21 x 37 x 10 inches
pg. 24, Installation view, Greg Wall, Like Pollen, 2022, Shaped MDF panel, acrylic with
Rollatex, non-skid additive & microglass beads, polyester yarn, macrame cord, brass hardware,
copper wire, wheat dough, charcoal powder, yarn covered wire, wood, dyed rock fragments,
beads, cardboard tube, Ikea candle holder, drawers, 78 x 65 x 16 inches
pg. 25, Greg Wall, Wonk, 2022, Shaped MDF panel, acrylic with Rollatex, non-skid additive &
microglass beads, potting soil, yarn, coloring book pages, epoxy clay, wood, sculpey, wired yarn,
rubber edging, powder coated metal rack, needle felted wool, wheat dough, range grate, 108 x 46
x 10 inches
pg, 26, Installation view, Greg Wall, Cursory, 2022, Shaped MDF panel, acrylic with Rollatex,
non-skid additive & microglass beads, needle felted wool, zip ties, veneered MDF shelf, wheat
dough, charcoal powder, pipe cleaner, epoxy clay, 44 x 74 x 6 inches
Pg. 27-29, Installation views, “Fog Machine,” Hunter MFA Thesis Exhibition Part I, March 31April 9 2022
Pg. 30, Stills from:
Greg Wall, Green Mountain Bottle Rack, 2022, 4K animation made with 3D rendering, runtime:
00:15 seconds
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https://vimeo.com/701775547
Greg Wall, SST, 2022, 4K animation made with 3D rendering, runtime: 00:42 seconds
https://vimeo.com/697707327
Greg Wall, Fonder, 2022, 4K animation made with 3D rendering, runtime: 00:26 seconds
https://vimeo.com/705462652
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